We consider the problem of designing a measurement to minimize the probability of a detection error when distinguishing between a collection of possibly nonorthogonal mixed quantum states. We show that if the quantum state ensemble consists of linearly independent density operators, then the optimal measurement is an orthogonal von Neumann measurement consisting of mutually orthogonal projection operators, and not a more general positive operator-valued measure.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the important features of quantum mechanics is that nonorthogonal quantum states cannot be perfectly distinguished ͓1͔. Therefore, a fundamental problem in quantum mechanics is to design measurements optimized to distinguish between a collection of nonorthogonal quantum states.
We consider a quantum state ensemble consisting of m density operators ͕ i , 1рiрm͖ on an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space H, with prior probabilities ͕p i Ͼ0, 1рi рm͖. A density operator is a positive semidefinite ͑PSD͒ Hermitian operator with Tr()ϭ1; we write у0 to indicate is PSD. A mixed state ensemble is one in which at least one of the density operators i has rank larger than one. A purestate ensemble is one in which each density operator i is rank-one projector ͉ i ͗͘ i ͉, where the vectors ͉ i ͘, though evidently normalized to unit length, are not necessarily orthogonal.
In a quantum detection problem a transmitter conveys classical information to a receiver using a quantummechanical channel. Each message is represented by preparing the quantum channel in one of the ensemble states i . At the receiver, the information is detected by subjecting the channel to a quantum measurement in order to determine the state prepared. If the quantum states are mutually orthogonal, then the state can be determined correctly with probability one by performing an optimal von Neumann measurement ͓1͔. A von Neumann measurement consists of m mutually orthogonal projection operators ͕⌸ i , 1рiрm͖ that form a resolution of the identity on H, so that
where I n is the identity operator on H. If the given states are not orthogonal, then no measurement will distinguish perfectly between them. Our problem is therefore to construct a measurement that minimizes the probability of a detection error. It is well known that the most efficient way of obtaining information about the state of a quantum system is not always by performing orthogonal projections ͓2,3͔, but rather by performing more general positive operator-valued measures ͑POVMs͒. A POVM consists of m PSD Hermitian operators ͕⌸ i , 1рiрm͖ that form a resolution of the identity on H but are not constrained to be projection operators, so that
Necessary and sufficient conditions for an optimum measurement maximizing the probability of correct detection have been developed ͓4 -6͔. However, in general obtaining a closed form expression for the optimal measurement directly from these conditions is a difficult and unsolved problem. Closed-form analytical expressions for the optimal measurement have been derived for several special cases ͓7-12͔.
In order to physically realize a POVM, we can rely on Neumark's theorem ͓2͔, which states that the space H can be extended to a larger space, such that the POVM operators ⌸ i ϭ PA i P are projections of a set of von Neumann measurement operators A i onto H, where P is the orthogonal projection onto H. The physical interpretation given to Neumark's theorem is that the larger space is obtained by combining an ancilla system with the given known system. Thus, in practice, to realize a POVM, the original system must be enlarged, which in some cases, may be difficult to do in practice.
Kennedy ͓13͔ showed that for a pure state ensemble consisting of rank-one density operators i ϭ͉ i ͗͘ i ͉ with linearly independent vectors ͉ i ͘, the optimal measurement maximizing the probability of correct detection is a von Neumann measurement consisting of mutually orthogonal rankone projection operators. Thus, in this case, an enlargement of the original system is not necessary. However, this implication has not been proven for the more general case of mixed state ensembles.
In Sec. III we show that the optimal measurement for distinguishing between a set of linearly independent mixed quantum states is a von Neumann measurement and not a general POVM. Therefore, in this case, when seeking the optimal measurement, we may restrict our attention to the class of von Neumann measurements. We also show that the rank of each projection operator is equal to the rank of the corresponding density operator.
In Sec. IV we consider the least-squares measurement ͑LSM͒ ͓11͔, also known as the square-root measurement ͓14,15͔, which is a detection measurement that has many desirable properties and has been employed in many settings. We show that for linearly independent mixed state ensembles the LSM reduces to a von Neumann measurement.
In the next section we present our detection problem and summarize results from ͓6͔ pertaining to the conditions on the optimal measurement operators.
II. OPTIMAL DETECTION OF QUANTUM STATES
Assume that a quantum channel is prepared in a quantum state drawn from a collection of given states represented by density operators ͕ i , 1рiрm͖ in an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space H. We assume without loss of generality that the eigenvectors of i , 1рiрm, collectively span ͓20͔ H.
Since each density operator i is Hermitian and PSD, it can be expressed via the eigendecomposition as i ϭ i i * where i is an nϫr i matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors At the receiver, the constructed measurement comprises m measurement operators ͕⌸ i , 1рiрm͖ on H that satisfy ͑3͒. We seek the measurement operators ͕⌸ i , 1рiрm͖ satisfying ͑3͒ that maximize the probability of correct detection, which is given by
where p i Ͼ0 is the prior probability of i , with ͚ i p i ϭ1. It was shown in ͓5,6͔ that a set of measurement operators ͕⌸ i , 1рiрm͖ maximize the probability of correct detection for a state set ͕ i , 1рiрm͖ with prior probabilities ͕p i , 1
рiрm͖ if and only if there exists an Hermitian X satisfying
The matrix X can be determined as the solution to the problem
where B is the set of Hermitian operators on H, subject to
As shown in ͓6͔, the conditions ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ together imply that
where t i ϭrank(⌸ i ). Kennedy ͓13͔ showed that for pure state ensembles i ϭ͉ i ͗͘ i ͉ with linearly independent vectors ͉ i ͘ the optimal measurement is a rank-one measurement ⌸ i ϭ͉ i ͗͘ i ͉ with orthonormal vectors ͉ i ͘, i.e., a von Neumann measurement. However, this implication has not been proven for mixed states. In the following section we use the conditions for optimality to prove that the optimal measurement for linearly independent mixed states is a von Neumann measurement and not a more general POVM.
III. LINEARLY INDEPENDENT STATE ENSEMBLES
Suppose now that the density operators i are linearly independent, and let ⌸ i be the optimal measurement operators that maximize ͑5͒ subject to ͑3͒. We now show that the vectors ͕͉ ik ͘, 1рkрr i , 1рi
рm͖ are mutually orthonormal. From Eq. ͑3͒ we have that for any 1рlрr i , 1р jрm,
͑16͒
Since the vectors ͉ ik ͘ are linearly independent, we must have that ͗ ik ͉ jl ͘ϭ␦ i j,kl .
We conclude that
͑17͒
where P S i is an orthogonal projection onto a subspace S i of H with dimension r i and
so that HϭS 1 ¯ S m is the direct sum of the subspaces S i . Thus, the optimal measurement is a von Neumann measurement. We summarize our results in the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let ͕ i , 1рiрm͖ be a quantum state ensemble consisting of linearly independent density operators i with prior probabilities p i Ͼ0. Then the optimal measurement is a von Neumann measurement with measurement operators ͕⌸ i ϭ P S i , 1рiрm͖ where P S i is an orthogonal projection onto an r i -dimensional subspace S i of H with r i ϭrank( i ) and P S i P S j ϭ␦ i j P S i .
Examples of linearly independent states
We now consider several examples of linearly independent quantum states. A state set that is often used in the context of optical communications is the m-array phase-shiftkeyed coherent state set ͓4,8͔. The state set consists of the coherent states ͉ k ͘, where
The amplitude Ͼ0, and sϭ 2 is the mean number of transmitted photons, or the intensity of each signal.
We now show that the states defined by ͑19͒ are linearly independent. To this end it suffices to show that the Gram matrix of inner products with the ikth element given by so that clearly i Ͼ0. We therefore conclude that the m-array phase-shift-keyed coherent state set is linearly independent. Another example of a linearly independent state set is the state set considered by Peres and Wootters in ͓3͔. Specifically, they consider the case of two noninteracting spin-1 2 particles, prepared with the same polarization, where there are three possible preparations: Both spins may be directed along the z direction, or both may be in the x-z plane, tilted at 120°or Ϫ120°from the z axis. In this problem the states to be distinguished are given by ͉ 1 ͘ϭ͉aa͘, ͉ 2 ͘ϭ͉bb͘, and ͉ 3 ͘ϭ͉cc͘, where ͉a͘, ͉b͘, and ͉c͘ correspond to polarizations of a photon at 0°, 120°, and Ϫ120°. For this state set,
so that the Gram matrix of inner products is invertible, and the state set is linearly independent. We note that both of the state sets considered above are special cases of geometrically uniform states ͓11͔ ͑assuming equal prior probabilities͒. The optimal measurement for distinguishing these state sets is derived in ͓11,12͔ and, as we expect, is a von Neumann measurement.
Both of the examples above are examples of pure state sets. From each pure state set we can generate a mixed state set by choosing one of a subset of the possible state vectors with a certain prior probability. For example, suppose we generate a state set in which the first state is either u 1 or u 2 with probability p and 1Ϫp, respectively, for some p Ͻ1, and the second state is either u 3 or u 4 with probability q and 1Ϫq, respectively, for some qϽ1. Since the states u i are linearly independent, any subset of the states is also linearly independent, which implies that the generated mixed state set is linearly independent.
IV. LEAST-SQUARES MEASUREMENT
A suboptimal measurement that has been employed as a detection measurement in many applications is the leastsquares measurement ͑LSM͒ ͓11,16͔, also known as the square-root measurement ͓10,14,15,17-19͔. The LSM has many desirable properties. Its construction is relatively simple; it can be determined directly from the given collection of states; it minimizes the probability of a detection error for pure and mixed state ensembles that exhibit certain symmetries ͓6,11͔; it is ''pretty good'' when the states to be distinguished are equally likely and almost orthogonal ͓14͔; and it is asymptotically optimal ͓15,16͔.
The LSM corresponding to a set of density operators ͕ i ϭ i i * , 1рiрm͖ with eigenvectors that collectively span H and prior probabilities ͕p i , 1рiрm͖ consists of the measurement operators ͕⌺ i ϭ i i * , 1рiрm͖ where ͓11,16͔
Here
is the matrix of ͑block͒ columns i ϭͱp i i , and (•) 1/2 is the unique Hermitian square root of the corresponding matrix.
Note that since the eigenvectors of the ͕ i ͖ collectively span H, the columns of the ͕ i ͖ also together span H, so ⌿⌿* is invertible.
We now show that the LSM satisfies the conditions of From Eq. ͑23͒ we have that
͑25͒
To simplify Eq. ͑25͒ we express i as
Here E i is an nϫr i matrix where the qth column of E i has one nonzero element equal to 1 in the pth position with p ϭ ͚ kϭ1 iϪ1 r k ϩq. We then have that i *͑⌿⌿*͒ Ϫ1 j ϭE i *⌿*͑⌿⌿*͒ Ϫ1 ⌿E j .
͑27͒
If the density operators ͕ i ͖ are linearly independent, then ͚ i r i ϭn and the operators ͕ i ͖ are also linearly independent.
Since each matrix i has dimension nϫr i we conclude that ⌿ is an nϫn matrix with linearly independent columns and is therefore invertible. Thus, ⌿*(⌿⌿*) Ϫ1 ⌿ϭI n and i *͑⌿⌿*͒ Ϫ1 j ϭE i *E j ϭ␦ i j I.
͑28͒
Substituting Eq. ͑28͒ into Eq. ͑25͒,
i i *͑⌿⌿*͒ Ϫ1/2 ϭ␦ i j ⌺ i ͑29͒
and the LSM is a von Neumann measurement consisting of mutually orthogonal projection operators. We summarize our results regarding the LSM in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let ͕ i , 1рiрm͖ be a quantum state ensemble consisting of linearly independent density operators i with prior probabilities p i Ͼ0. Then the least-squares measurement is a von Neumann measurement with measurement operators ͕⌺ i ϭ P S i , 1рiрm͖ where P S i is an orthogonal projection onto an r i -dimensional subspace S i of H with r i ϭrank( i ) and P S i P S j ϭ␦ i j P S i .
We note that in many cases the LSM minimizes the probability of a detection error, both for linearly independent states and for linearly dependent states ͓11,12͔. A sufficient condition on the state sets under which the LSM is optimal is given in ͓12͔. It is also shown that state sets that exhibit a wide class of symmetry properties satisfy this condition and therefore, for such state sets, the LSM is optimal. However, there are also cases in which the LSM is not optimal; for an example, see ͓6͔. An interesting direction for future research is to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the LSM to be optimal.
